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Mitsubishi Product Launch 
XD8100U XGA DLP Dual Lamp Projector 
 
XD8100U Product Summary 
 
Introducing the Mitsubishi 8000 Series of projectors�—a feature-rich, technologically advanced line of ultra bright 
projectors.  Not only is the 8000 Series the brightest projectors Mitsubishi has ever produced, they are also the 
first to employ dual-lamp technology, offering flexibility and adaptability like never before. 
 
The first projector in this line is the XD8100U.  This DLP installation projector offers XGA resolution (1024x768), 
a bright 7000 lumens and a rich 2000:1 contrast ratio all in a unit that weighs approximately 35.3 lbs.  Every 
model in the 8000 Series was designed with installation adaptability and flexibility in mind: 
 

Dual lamp, Lamp Relay  
The dual lamp system and lamp relay function enable 24/7 continuous operation. Dust resistance and cooling 
performance are greatly enhanced by the automated self-cleaning filter and heat-pipe cooling system 
technologies that have proven so successful in air conditioners, enabling extended continuous use for 
monitoring and digital signage applications.  Additionally the new XD8100U only requires its bulb to cool for 
just a single hour per a 7day continuous operational period (versus competing models that require its bulb to 
cool for 2hrs per 24hrs of continuous use).  
 
Super Resolution  
This innovative advanced image processing algorithm is a unique product of Mitsubishi Electric. The 
technology analyzes blurred components of the original images, estimates the high-resolution data not 
provided in the original signal and corrects the image quality. The result is the clear projection of images such 
as people's faces in fine detail. 
 
Automatic Self-Cleaning Filter 
For the 8000 series, we've utilized the same mechanism (mesh filter and cleaning brush) that has a proven 
track record in Mitsubishi Electric air conditioners and air purifiers is utilized. With its looping automated filter 
design, it automatically and provides a level of protection that prevents dust from entering and building up in 
the projector,  thereby ensuring trouble-free use for extended periods of time.  Also this self-cleaning filter 
design is reusable.  With an estimated manual washing/cleaning recommendation of up to 10,000hrs a user 
can simply clean this filter and reuse.  No need to purchase a new filter, making this new and ingenious filter 
design very eco-friendly. 
 
Heat-pipe Cooling System  
Compared to liquid-cooling systems, the heat-pipe cooling system has a simpler structure and does not 
require a power supply, enabling cost reductions and a compact design. Not only is it highly reliable, other 
benefits include exceptional energy savings and quietness as well. 
 
Long 4000hrs Lamp Life  
Designed with a lamp temperature controlling system, the XD8100U can support an estimated lamp life rating 
of up to 4000 hours (low mode). The long estimated lamp life makes dramatic reductions in overall cost of 
ownership by decreasing the frequency of lamp replacements. 

 
 
Geometric Correction 

Cornerstone Correction 
Pixel conversion is used to correct trapezoidal and diagonal distortion that causes oblique images, 
ensuring the proper aspect ratio. 
 
Curved Surface Projection Correction 
These projectors are equipped with a function for correcting distortion that occurs when projecting images 
onto curved surfaces. This advanced feature is practical for unique applications such as projecting images 
onto pillars at special event sites. 
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Keystone Correction 
Trapezoidal distortion caused when the projector is not positioned directly in front of the screen is 
corrected in both vertical and horizontal directions. 
 
Ultra Quiet 28dBA Operation  
Fan noise during projector operation can be distracting during a presentation or videoconference. The 
XD8100U operates at a significantly low noise level of only 28dBA (i.e., using a single lamp in �“low lamp�” 
mode). As a result, presentations and conferences can be held without distracting projector noise in the 
background. 
 
Natural Color Matrix (NCM) 
In addition to conventional red (R), green (G) and blue (B) color gradations, the intermediate colors of yellow 
(Y), magenta (M) and cyan (C) can each be controlled independently. Accentuating specified colors according 
to need realizes the reproduction of vivid color tones one step closer to natural. 
 
Edge Blending 
Edge blending creates a seamless image by adjusting the brightness at adjoining edges when using multiple 
projectors side-by-side or top and bottom to reproduce single widescreen or wall structure images. 
 
Color Matching 
The color matching function corrects variations in the color reproduced by each projector when multiple 
projectors are used simultaneously. This color homogenization enables the integrated display of images. 
 
Interchangeable Color Wheel 
Choose between two color wheels, a 5-segment color wheel (standard) designed to emphasize brightness, 
and an available optional 6-segment color wheel designed to accentuate color reproduction.  With the option 
of interchangeable color wheels you have the flexibility and availability of options depending on the type of 
images to be projected. This interchangeability enables a more appropriate expression of the images being 
reproduced 
 
360° Projection 
Images can be projected over a full 360° range along the vertical axis including reproduction on the ceiling or 
floor. The application possibilities are limitless. 
 
ID-compatible Remote Control 
ID settings for up to 63 projectors are possible. Setting the IDs allows control of each individual projector 
when multiple projectors are installed. 
 
Control Projector from Remote Locations 
Control operations remotely up to 30m from the projector when using the wireless remote controller. When 
using the wired remote controller, projector operation is possible at a distance of up to 100m. These options 
give the presenter the ability to move more freely at big venues, such as a large meeting rooms or 
auditoriums. 
 
Network Connectivity 
Projectors are equipped with a RJ-45 LAN terminal for remote operation. Additionally, when used with 
Crestron® software, integrated control of up to 250 projectors including power on/off control, message display 
and confirmation of lamp service hours is possible using RoomView�™.  It also is design to support AMX 
Device Discovery for simplified device management as well as being compatible with PJLink�™. 
 
Stand-by Mode consumes less than 1W of energy 
Stand-by (low) mode power consumption is less than 0.3W, offering increased energy savings and further 
contributing to environmental preservation. 
 
Additional Features: 

 Motorized lens shift 
 2-Screen mode (PinP ) 
 Test pattern 
 Mechanical shutter 
 Direct power off 

 Lamp side replacement design 
 Closed caption support 
 High-altitude mode (2,000m to 2,700m) 
 OSD menu Multilanguage compatibility



XD8100U Positioning Statement 
The Mitsubishi XD8100U is a high-end dual lamp installation projector for professional presentations. 
It offers brightness and clarity�—delivering great impact on every presentation in meetings and 
conferences.  It is the brightest Mitsubishi projector available today.  
 

Specifications XD8100U 
Display Technology 0.7" 1-Chip DMD 
Brightness Dual lamp: 7000 lumens 
Contrast Ratio 2000:1 
Resolution 1024 x 768 (Total 786,432 pixels) 
Estimated Lamp life Dual lamp: 2000hrs (normal mode), 4000hrs (low mode) 
Geometric Correction Keystone, Cornerstone, Arc 
Optional Lens OL-XD2000SZ, OL-XD2000LZ, OL-XD2000TZ, OL-XD2000FR, OL-XD8000UZ 

 
Key Selling Points 

 DLP Technology for outstanding image quality and long life 
 Dual lamp design for continuous operation  
 Innovative heat pipe cooling system 
 Automated and reusable filter design  
 Super Resolution technology for ultra-sharp detail images 
 Backed by Mitsubishi outstanding Warranty and exclusive ERA Programs: 

o 3-years parts and labor 
o 3-years Express Replacement Assistance (ERA) 
o 1-year or 500 hours lamp warranty (whichever comes first) 

 
Target Markets and Customers of the XD8100U 

 The Mitsubishi XD8100U is an ideal projector that is great for venues looking to display bright 
continuous native XGA images without being overly concerned with excess ambient lighting, since the 
XD8100U is a high bright projector that can range from church auditoriums and conference rooms, to 
restaurants, sports bars and digital display that may require 24/7 functionality.     

 
Key Features and Advantages 

Dual-Lamp Projection Able to produce a high brightness of 7000 lumens in dual lamp mode, or switched to lamp 
relay mode for continuous 24/7 operation 

Super Resolution Exclusive Mitsubishi algorithm takes picture sharpness to a new level�—by analyzing blurred 
image components and correcting for high-resolution 

Edge Blending Built-in edge blending technology produces seamless images when using multiple units 
Geometric Correction Adjustable to correct distortions when projecting onto curved surfaces 

Remote Management  Supports simple plug-and-play compatibility for instant remote management 3rd party 
application such as Creston RoomView, AMX Device Discovery and PJLink 

Self-Cleaning Filter Equipped with an exclusive self-cleaning, self-rotating, reusable air filter 
Advanced Cooling Compact, maintenance free heat pipe for reliable and efficient cooling 
Swappable Color Wheel Optional 6-Segment color wheel can be interchanged for richer, truer colors 
360° Installation Adaptable technology enables creative 360° installations from floor to ceiling 
Optional Lenses Optional lenses for installation flexibility  
Lens Shift  Automated Horizontal + Vertical Lens shift  

 
Mitsubishi XD8100U Competitive Background 

Make & 
Model Brightness Resolution 

Noise  
Level 

Reusable 
Filter 

Lamp 
 Life 

Super 
Res. 

HDMI Crestron 
+AMX 

Remote 
Mgt via 
RJ45 

Mitsubishi 
XD8100U 7000lm 1024 x 768 28dBA 

(low) Yes 
4000hrs 

(low 
mode) 

Yes Yes Yes 

Panasonic 
PT-D6000US 6500lm 1024 x 768 n/a No n/a 

No No No 

*Manufacturers may change their product specifications without notice.  Please verify their latest for a fair and accurate comparison. 
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Specifications 
Display Technology 0.7" 1-Chip DMD , 12deg.LVDS, Dark Chip 3TM with DDP3020 
Resolution 1024 x 768 (Total 786,432 pixels) 
Brightness Dual lamp: 7000 lumens 
Color Wheel 5-segment Color Wheel (R/G/B/W/Y), 2x speed 
Contrast Ratio 2000:1  (on/off) @lens shift 1 : 1 
Zoom/Focus Powered Focus & Zoom (Zoom Ratio 1.35:1) 
Projection Lens f=24.5-33.1mm , F=2.0-2.4  3.5m@100"(Wide) 

Off set axis 
10:0 (default) with Variable H+V Powered Lens Shift (Excluding OL-XD2000FR) 
Hd*=0.14m up - 0.76m down @100" from lens shift 10:0 
Wd=+/-0.20m @100" (+/-10% of Image Width) 

Picture size 40�”-300�” Wide 
Source Lamp Dual Lamp System: 330W x 2 
Estimated 
Lamp Life Rating 

Dual Normal Mode 2000Hrs with Low Mode 4000Hrs 
Single Normal Mode 4000Hrs with Low Mode 8000Hrs  (Lamp Relay Mode) 

PC Compatibility Resolution: 640 x 400 (Expand) - 1024 x 768 (Real) - 1920 x 1200 (Compress) 

Video Compatibility 
NTSC / NTSC 4.43 / PAL (including PAL-M, N) / SECAM / PAL-60 
Component Video: 480i/p(525i/p), 576i/p(625i/p), 720p(750p 50/60Hz), 1080i(1125i 
50/60Hz), 1080p(1125p 50/60Hz),  
SCART (RGB + 1V sync, only Mini D-Sub 15pin Terminal) 

Input Terminals 

PC:      5 BNC x 1 
            Mini D-Sub 15pin x 1 
            DVI-D(with HDCP) x 1 
Video: BNC x 1 
            S-VIDEO (4pin) x 1 
            HDMI (Ver 1.3 , Deep Color) x 1 

Communication 
Terminal 

LANRJ-45): x 1 (Projector control) 
RS-232C (IN): D-Sub 9pin (male) x 1 (Direct command is available.) 
RS-232C (OUT): D-Sub 9pin (male) x 1 (Direct command is available.) 
USB: N/A 
Wired remote (IN): x 1 ( 3.5mm Stereo mini jack) 
Wired remote (OUT): x 1 ( 3.5mm Stereo mini jack) 
Remote: D-Sub 9pin(female) x 1 

Scanning Rate [H]    15 - 100 kHz 
[V]    50 - 95 Hz 

Height adjuster Screw type Front leg (0 to 7 degree variable) 

Remote Control  
(1) Projector Fully Control 
(2) Wired remote (Longer Operation Distance: 100m) 
(3) ID remote 
(4) Longer Operation Distance: 30m 

Power consumption 
Operating 860W / 8.7A 
Standby: 100 to 120VAC, 0.2W (standby mode: Low)  2W (standby mode: standard) 
Standby: 220 to 240VAC, 0.3W (standby mode: Low)  2W (standby mode: standard) 

Dimension 19.3�” x 7.9�” x 16.6�” 
Weight 35.3lbs 
Power requirements AC 100 - 240 V,  50 / 60 Hz 

Fan noise 36dBA (standard mode)  
28dBA (low mode) 

Package dimension 23.7�” x 16.9�” x 21.1�” 
Package weight 46.3lbs 

Supplied accessories AC Power Cable, RGB cable, RS-232C cable, Terminal-Cover, Remote Unit, User 
Manual CD, Safety Manual 

Optional accessories 
Replacement Lamp bulb (VLT-XD8000LP), 5 types Changeable Projection Lens: 
(OL-XD2000SZ / OL-XD2000LZ / OL-XD2000TZ / OL-XD2000FR / OL-XD8000UZ) 
Changeable 6seg, (R/G/B/C/Y/M) Color Wheel for Rich Color Reproduction (CW-FC2) 

Warranty 
3-Years Limited Parts and Labor Warranty  
3-Years Express Replacement Assistance (ERA)  
1-Year or 500 hours lamp warranty (whichever comes first) 
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XD8100U 
Word Descriptions 
 
25 Words 
The XD8100U is a native XGA, dual lamp, installation projector. It includes the latest DLP technology 
for the sharpest definition to image details. 
 
 
50 Words 
The XD8100U is a native XGA, dual lamp, installation projector. It includes the latest DLP technology 
for the sharpest definition to image details. In dual lamp mode, the XD8100U delivers up to 7000 
lumen images, and is adaptable to different environments with its ability to accept optional lenses. 
 
 
75 Words 
The XD8100U is a native XGA, dual lamp, installation projector. It includes the latest DLP technology 
for the sharpest definition to image details. In dual lamp mode, the XD8100U delivers up to 7000 
lumen images, and is adaptable to different environments with its ability to accept optional lenses.  
The XD8100U can operate both lamps simultaneously for high brightness, or lamp relay mode for 
continuous projection.  Additional features include edge blending technology and geometric correction 
for use on curved surfaces. 
 
 
100 Words 
The XD8100U is a native XGA, dual lamp, installation projector. It includes the latest DLP technology 
for the sharpest definition to image details. In dual lamp mode, the XD8100U delivers up to 7000 
lumen images, and is adaptable to different environments with its ability to accept optional lenses.  
The XD8100U can operate both lamps simultaneously for high brightness, or lamp relay mode for 
continuous projection.  Additional features include edge blending technology and geometric correction 
for use on curved surfaces.  The XD8100U is also backed with a 3-year warranty on parts and labor, 
3-year ERA and 1-year (or 500hr) lamp warranty. 


